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Something Like Soap Foam on a Hot Summer Street
Choreographer:			Adrian Skrentny
Music:					Pena by Saban Bajromovic















Music:					Spirit Catcher and Energise














Thank you, dancers!  Thank you, Rich Chappman for all you’ve done!

Not Waving But Drowning
Choreographer:			Martha E. Howe









Music:	Tabu by Margarita Lecuona, Jardin by Gustavo Santaolalla, and Chipi Chipi by Cuti Aste, Jorge Lobos, Maria Esther Zamora, Polito González and Roberto Lindl
Lighting Design:	Sarah Holcman
Costume Design:	Sarah Holcman and Galina Mihaleva
Set Design:	Sarah Holcman
Dancer:	Amy Sternke
“If suddenly you forgot me do not look for me, for I shall already have forgotten you”




Music:					Avril 14th by Aphex Twin
Um Tom by Caetano Veloso












Thank you to Derek Stein for your beautiful cello rendition.







Music:					My Freetime in D
Composer:				Amy E. Hatzis – special thanks to Robert Kaplan
Lighting Design:			Amy E. Hatzis











Lighting Design:			Mary Fitzgerald 
Costume Design:			Mary Fitzgerald, Jean Kelley, with assistance from
					Galina Mihaleva and Jaqueline Benard
Dancer:				Jean Kelley
Thank you Mary for your work on this piece, it is more than I ever 
could have asked for.  Thank you to my family for all your support and 
help in getting me through school.









Water moves mountains and continents. Gentle stillness. Fire is the transformer. Air fuels the fire, fills what earth surrounds and churns the waves. Earth is the foundation. The roots thrive.

Will we ever fly again?
Choreographer:			Kate Sedlack
Composer:				William Swayze











"The disease of addiction fools us into thinking everything is okay.  We chase 
an elusive dream of our first experience and nothing else measures up.  Our 
addiction does push-ups in the corner waiting until we are weakened and then it 
strikes with an unbelievable force and power.  We are pulled back into the 
dance of addiction because it is seductive with its promise of oblivion, only 
to be dropped even lower when the initial high wears off.  It is a pull that 
is without our power to resist.  A higher power can lift the obsession.  We 
need to surrender to this higher power in order for our obsession to be 
lifted.  It is by surrendering that we are set free.  We are reminded of 
addiction when life doesn't go our way.  We must be filled wiht our higher 
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